
Leganto Release Notes - August 2019

Main Enhancements

Translating Notifications
August 2019 Fulfillment - Course Reserves SF: 00624647 00636708
You can now translate the recent changes (in Leganto, these are notifications) in the System Event Types code table. See
Translating Notifications.

Rolling Over Reading Lists From the Quick Start Welcome Screen
August 2019 Leganto SF: 00588857
When enabled by your library, then when an instructor logs into Leganto using a course link to a course that does not exist
in Alma, or that exists but does not have reading lists, the instructor can now roll over all reading lists from another course
to this one, directly from the Quick Start Welcome Screen. This rollover operates like the usual instructor rollover, but rolls
over all reading lists, instead of just one. (If the course does not yet exist, the instructor is first offered the opportunity to
create it.)

After the instructor selects Roll Over, the instructor can select the course from which to copy reading lists and select
Continue.

Instructor Welcome Screen
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The instructor continues with the instructor rollover as usual, except that all reading lists of the source course are rolled
over. For more information, see Rolling Over Courses and Leganto Course Rollover.

Leganto Moodle Block
August 2019 Alma SF: 00684427
Ex Libris has created a Moodle block that displays the reading lists for the course you are currently viewing.

Ex Libris' development includes a configuration screen within Moodle. For details, see the Developer's Network.

Instructor Welcome Screen

Leganto Moodle Block in Moodle
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Non-Funded PPU Licenses (Leganto)
August 2019 Leganto
If you are at a US institutions, your library may have enabled non-funded PPU licenses. This enables students to purchase
access to citations directly from Leganto. For more information on these, see Purchasing Citations in the Leganto User
Interface Guide.

Non-Funded PPU Licenses (Alma)
August 2019 Alma
US institutions can now enable non-funded PPU licenses when working with the CCC. This feature was removed several
months ago, but is now restored. To enable non-funded licenses, you must a) ask Ex Libris to enable them for your
institution, and b) select that you agree to the terms of service in the PPU Non-Funded Agreement page. See Enabling
Integration with the CCC for more information about enabling this feature, and the rest of the Clearing Copyrights Through
the Copyright Clearance Center documentation for information about how to work with non-funded licenses.

Additional Enhancements
• August 2019 Fulfillment - Course Reserves SF: 00629342 00636801 00637272 00673661

In any persistent or secondary search, unlike other searches, a search for course code, course name, reading list
code, or reading list name a) also searches for special characters (such as commas and dashes), and b) is limited to a
search string of 40 characters, regardless of the size of the entity being searched.

• August 2019 Alma SF: 00465560
In Leganto Analytics:

Leganto Moodle Block Configuration in Moodle
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◦ Course association and remove course association are now two separate events. The remove from course
association event contains <removed course>:<course section>. "Reassociate" is no longer an event. See
Instructor Usage Events.

◦ Leganto Citation Library discussion last update was added to the Course Reserves subject area.
• August 2019 Alma SF: 00475852

Previously, when exporting a reading list to Word (not Expanded Reading List Style), the citations were sorted in the
order of the list. Set the new parameter citation_export_style_order to natural to export the citations in the order
determined by the style definition (either citation title, citation author, or as otherwise defined for the style). Set the
parameter to list to export the citations in the same order as they appear in the list. See Configuring the Default
Reading List Sort Order for Instructors and Students.

• August 2019 Alma SF: 00588857
To enable instructors to roll over a course's reading lists on the Quick Start Welcome screen, set the parameter
cms_entry_actions to all or include the (new for this release) value rollover. See Enabling Instructor Rollover.

• August 2019 Leganto SF: 00595696
The Swedish National Catalog is now a supported Cite It! site (as Libris Catalog).

• August 2019 Leganto

Idea Exchange
After duplicating a list, Leganto now displays the new list. Previously, Leganto continued to display the old list.

• August 2019 Alma SF: 00594804 00642860 00675667
The labels guest_search_page_header and welcome.title.description now support HTML. See Configuring
Headings and Text in Leganto.

• August 2019 Alma SF: 00591717
When force_direct_uresolver is enabled, selecting View Online now appears for digital citations, as well as for
electronic citations. Selecting this for a digital citation opens the first digital representation.

• August 2019 Alma SF: 00607803
When configuring self-registration for an LTI profile, you can now select which user ID is used by the users who are
logging in. See Configuring Learning Tools Interoperability (LTI). Note that, when you want to mark an LTI profile as
"open course", you no longer select For non institution users. Instead, select LTI id of self registered as the user ID
type (this option must be enabled by Ex Libris).

• August 2019 Alma
You can disable the Welcome screen that appears when a user first logs into Leganto using the welcome_screen
parameter. You can also disable the Quick Start Welcome screens when an instructor logs in from the CMS using a
course link to a course that does not exist in Alma or does not have any reading lists using the
quickstart_screen_instructor parameter. See Enabling or Disabling the Welcome Screen.

• August 2019 Leganto SF: 00475152
My Lists was sometimes slow to load. My Lists now uses pagination. If you have more than 10 lists, the next ten
reading lists are not loaded until you scroll down. Note that sorting, searching, and filtering still operates over the entire
list of reading lists, and not only the reading lists that are currently visible.

• August 2019 Leganto SF: 00595116
Until now, you could only edit course information at the time that you were associating the course to the reading list. An
instructor can now edit the existing course's information from the Manage Course Association pane. (Note that the
ability for an instructor to modify course information must be enabled for the institution, as usual.)
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• August 2019 Leganto SF: 00499014 00528703
The Publication Date, Publisher, and Place of Publication fields were move to the top section when manually
adding a book chapter citation in Leganto.

Manage Course Association Pane

Create Citation Pane
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Resolved Issues
• August 2019 Fulfillment - Course Reserves SF: 00666597

When exporting the Citation Alternate Suggestion job report, the column Reading List Code should have been
Reading List Name. This was fixed for all new job reports. Note that old job reports continue to have this error.

• August 2019 Fulfillment - Course Reserves SF: 00638955
The Edit Citations page was slow to load. This was fixed.

• August 2019 Fulfillment - Course Reserves SF: 00614085
When using the course loading profile to rollover courses, when On Rollover Overwrite Course Instructors was
selected but there were empty fields in the loader file, instructors were copied to the new course, anyway. This was
fixed.

• August 2019 Fulfillment - Course Reserves SF: 00689829
In the citation purchasing rules, the Item to Student Ratio parameter did not work correctly. This was fixed.

• August 2019 Leganto SF: 00683680
When a reading list was deleted, a notification was not sent to collaborators. This was fixed.

• August 2019 Leganto SF: 00590059
When a user arrived at Leganto from a CMS using a course link, and reset the course filter, the filter was reset to the
course when reloading the My Lists page. This was fixed.

• August 2019 Leganto SF: 00619291
Filtering by tag in Leganto only filtered the currently visible citations. This was fixed.

• August 2019 Leganto SF: 00549553
Searching Leganto from Primo is slow. This was fixed.

• August 2019 Leganto SF: 00591935 00641707
When adding a citation from Primo VE, dedup'd records were not considered, as they were with Primo. In other words,
adding a physical item from Primo VE that also had electronic availability did not add the electronic availability, and
vice versa. This was fixed.

• August 2019 Leganto SF: 00634293
There were some display issues in specific browsers and screen sizes. These were fixed.

• August 2019 Leganto SF: 00659345
Leganto sometimes displayed incorrect holdings. This was fixed.

• August 2019 Leganto SF: 00576062
Leganto displayed expired users when searching for collaborators. This was fixed.

• August 2019 Leganto SF: 00633081
Related Items sometimes appeared for an item in one course, but not for the same item in a different course. This was
fixed.

• August 2019 Leganto SF: 00554092
When exporting to Word APA format, an author (other than the first) with a hyphen in the name was exported
incorrectly. This was fixed.

• August 2019 Leganto SF: 00632608
Export to PDF did not handle special characters well. This was fixed.

• August 2019 Leganto SF: 00655023
In My Lists the order of the reading lists when filtering by a course was unexpected. This was fixed, and it is now
alphabetical by reading list name.

• August 2019 Leganto SF: 00630188
When trying to change the list title in Leganto, the change was not saved if Alma was open in another tab in Spanish.
This was fixed.

• August 2019 Leganto
When the visibility of a list enabled guests to view the list but not the course materials, the guest still had access to the
course materials. This was fixed.

• August 2019 Leganto SF: 00644854
Adding a tag in Leganto did not update the citation's modification date. This was fixed.
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• August 2019 Leganto SF: 00665945 00700174
When a user was logged into Primo VE, searching Primo VE in Leganto did not retrieve the correct results. This was
fixed.

• August 2019 Leganto SF: 00678377
Guest users could not see the course details of a list in the Find Lists screen. This was fixed.

• August 2019 Leganto SF: 00627054
If you refreshed the page in Leganto, Other Formats and Editions disappeared. This was fixed.

• August 2019 Leganto SF: 00680617
In Leganto, there was a display issue with the Add Subjects dropdown and the search field. This was fixed.

• August 2019 Leganto SF: 00672890 00693804
When hiding links in Leganto, Leganto only displayed that the link was hidden for the first link. This was fixed.

• August 2019 Alma SF: 00681653
When force_direct_uresolver was enabled, when viewing citations on the Edit Citations or Edit Reading List page,
selecting to view Link Resolver links from the Other citation tab of a citation sometimes opened the first link, instead of
opening the page with the list of links. This was fixed.

• August 2019 Leganto
In Leganto, if the menu extended below the bottom of the page, you could not scroll down to see the rest of the menu.
This was fixed.

• August 2019 Leganto SF: 00683020
When exporting a reading list to an RIS file, the metadata was not mapped to the correct fields. This was fixed.

• August 2019 Leganto SF: 00683020
When working with multiple courses associated to a reading list, only the instructors in the first course received the
Instructor privilege when arriving from the CMS. This was fixed.

• August 2019 Alma
When enabling customization, the background color of the left panel did not always appear with the correct color
according to the configuration. This was fixed.
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